
DAl LY SYNOPTIC UPPER - AIR REPORTS 

The upper-air reports are derived in the same general 
manner as the surface data.  ort the most part, these observations 
have been for0400Z, especiallyincanada, Alaska, and the Un.ited 
States, with some additional obsezvations at other hours when 
the station does not report at or near 04002. In R~ssia, where 
observations are taken at local mean solar time, reports from 
all available hours havebeen included. Stations using the 1945 
Radiosonde Code rlsetheconvention of adding 30 to the Greenwich 

time to indicate that part of the observation above 400 milli- 

C International cloud code. 

CL Form of low cloud (International code). 

CM Form of middle cloud (International code). 

dd Wind direction in tens of degrees. 

GG Greenwich hour - Local mean solar time 
(Russian code). 

H Height in thousands feet meters. 

HH Height of last observation. bars of pressure, commonly known as the tfsecond transmission." 
Many stations outside North America indicate the time of 
observation other than on-the-hour by adding ta the Greenwich 
hour 25, for 15 minutes past the hour; 50, for 30 minutes: and 
75, for 45 minutes. .Although this has not been "subtracted out" 

of the reports, the date has been listed chronologically by 
hour within station. 

HH Height in hectometers. 

HxHxHx Height at which observations were discontinued 
in tens of meters. 

EII Station index number. 

M Reason for ceasing upper wind observation 
(International code). Assignment of Index Nrmbers: 

Mx Reason for ceasing upper wind observation 
(Russian code). 

The same method used in assigning station numbers in 
surface reports has been emoloyed. 

0 1 - - Entering Lost in fog cloud 5 - Lost behind clocld 
6 - Lost in backgro~lnd 

2 - Lost in mist 7 - Lost in distance 
3 - Lost accidentally 8 - Lost, balloon brirst 
4 - Lost in precipitation 9 - Lost other carlses 

Station Lists: 

The upper-air numerical station index which precedes the 
upper-air data is presented in the same form as the surface 

index. The sluhabetic index following the charts includes all 
stations, both 'surface and upper-air. Stations for upper-air 
only are designated with a single asterisk; those for both 
tlvper-air and surface, with two asterisks; while those for 
surface only are merely listed. 

v5 Wind speed (International code). 

vv Wind speed in miles per hour/knots. 

vv Wind speed in meters per second (Russian code). 

8,9,0,1 etc. Height levels (Russian code). 
Method of Presentation: 8 - Surface 

9 - 200 meters 
0 - 500 meters 
1 - 1000 meters 
2 - 2000 meters 

The upper-air data are presented in the same general way as 
the surface data. /Stations are listed numerically within certain 
geographical areas according to their International Index 
Numbers. The teletype data have been edited for obvior~s errors, 
garbled data, etc.; but no attempt has been made to present the 
~arior~s winds aloft at- 
'orm. To the right of 
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0 - 10000 meters 
999gn Change in decade of thousands, the figure for 

n to give the tens of thousands digit for 

levels following. RARAL 
Russ iar Code "a" is generally used in North America and from 

stations controlled by IJnited States. Code "bW is readily 

identified by group, 999gn, and is used mainly in Europe. 
Code "c" may be identified by its last group and is also used 
in sbme European reports. Code "e" is identified by its 
height indicators and by the code number 4 at the extreme 
right hand c01;lmn of each line of the observation. 
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AdfAdf Form of additional data follows 
( 1945 Radiosonde code). 

dd Wind direction in tens of degrees. 

EE Equivalent potential temperature 

in OC. 

GG Greenwich hour - 1 an solar 

!e in Russian. 

!AT AN', m ~ )  Height in tens 

ot feet or whole meters dependent 

on 

HaHa, HbHb Hej hectometers. 

HdHd Height in hundred! !dynamic 

meters. 

ZH2 (Russian code) Helgnr ar: pressure 

levels as follows: 

1 - 1000 mb. ' 6 - 40C 
7 - 30C 
8 - 20C 

d"" 

ght in feet of 

:ers. 

 tio on in 

tens of 

KK Indicator of form of report in 

PRAT code. 

m r m r Mixing ratios in grams of water 

vapor per kilogram of dry air. 

nn Gives significant levels given 

consecrl tively. 

hh Gives height of level in 100'9 

of feet or tens of meters accord- 

ing to regional agreement. 

n0n9n8n7n5 n5n4n3n2n1 Thousands figure in heights above 

M.S.L. of the 1000 mb,. 900 mb, etc, 

PP Press~lre in tens of millibars. 

Pressure in whole millibars. 

POPOP, Station level pressure. 

PIP1, P2P2 Pressure in tens of millibars of 

1st. 2nd. etc. levels. 

P1P+'3P4P5 Units figure of pressures for 

following levels which report in 

tens of millibars. 

(Russian code) Mixing ratio in 

grams and tenths. Temperature of 

air in whole degrees. 

IT Temperature of air in whole degrees. 

TOTo Temperature of air at surface. 

TIT1, T2T2 Temperature at certain levels. 

IITT Temperature in degrees and tenths. 

U Relative humidity (International 

code). 

UU Relative humidity in percent. 

UoUo Relative humidity in percent at 

surface. 

1llU1, 112t12 Moisture values indic *3' 

vv Wind speed. 

X Used to make a five digit grou~. 

x1x2x3 Indicator figures to show units used, 

xi for heights, x2 for wind, x3 for 

moisture values. (International 

code). 

0 Indicator figure for wind group. 

00000 Indicates that temperatures and 

numidities are for fi ssures, 

1000, 900, 800 mbs, e 

00,85,70,- - - - -  (1945 Radiosonde) Inarcaror f ieures 

for 1000, 850, 1 .  level! 


